AUTOSAR ETHERNET SOLUTION

A high speed adaptive network architecture
for connected and automated vehicles

ACL Digital has a strong hold on
core Automotive Industry
technologies, and offers an
Optimized, Reliable, Secured,
Easy to Integrate and
Cost-effective AUTOSAR Ethernet
solution.

WHY ETHERNET IN AUTOMOTIVE?

The demand and use of automotive Ethernet is on the rise as in-vehicle systems support more complex
computing needs. It is designed to meet the needs of the automotive market, including electrical,
bandwidth, latency, synchronization and network management requirements. Automotive Ethernet
operates at the rate of 100Mbits/s and 1 Gbit/s and is the technology that links communication of various
ECUs over the Ethernet protocol. This pushes the use and integration of Ethernet protocol stack within
vehicle ECUs, as they provide:

Robust network
connectivity

High bandwidth

Lower latency

OUR SOLUTION

With an experienced and collaborative AUTOSAR Ethernet team, ACL has deep expertise in developing
and customizing complete AUTOSAR Ethernet Stack. We offer our AUTOSAR Ethernet Stack as an
Off-The-Shelf (OTS) solution to several Automotive companies. The below image depicts ACL’s offerings
for the Automotive Industry:
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VALUE PROPOSITION
Training and consultation
AGILE & ADAPTIVE development
OEM Specific and Product specific solutions
Reduction in product development time and cost
Expert support for future integration and customization
Proven stack components on existing hardware platforms
Engineers with experience in AUTOSAR Ethernet and platform software
Flexible licensing model that includes Development as a Service Model,
Licensing model, Joint Development with Share IP rights

Ethernet Switch Driver

BUSINESS OUTCOME
1

Shared technology cost and IP ownership
along with open network capabilities

2

Reduced turnaround time and cost of
implementation, wiring and complexity

3

High bandwidth for connected car
functionalities such as infotainment,
ADAS, V2X etc.

4

Time synchronous transmission of Audio
and Video functions

ACL’S AUTOMOTIVE EXPERIENCE
The other areas of Automotive Industry that we cover are:

Powertrain

ADAS

Infotainment

Body Electronics BCMs

Safety and Access

Electrification

Our Offerings include:
Requirement Engineering
Software Development (HMI, MATLAB, AUTOSAR, Drivers in embedded C/ C++, Image processing)
Verification and Validation (Unit Testing, ModuleTesting, Integration and System Testing)
Rapid Prototyping

ACL Digital is a design-led Digital Experience, Product Innovation, Engineering and Enterprise IT
offerings leader. From strategy, to design, implementation and management we help accelerate
innovation and transform businesses. ACL Digital is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology
consulting and engineering services.
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